We describe a methodology and associated system for the interpretation of images of engineering drawings based on the exploitation of the Unix tool Yacc. The system is extensible and clearly relates a hypothesis/prediction/verification strategy to a hierarchical model description and the deployment of low level techniques. Examples are given of the interpretation of real mechanical engineering drawings.

1 Introduction

The automatic analysis of line drawings has been approached from various viewpoints. Sugihara (1986) and others consider line drawings to be those descriptions that might arise after perfect edge extraction from an image of a polyhedral scene, and attempt to reconstruct that scene. Haralick and Queeney (1982) and others consider the problem of reconstructing a 3D object from an idealised engineering drawing of its orthogonal views. Lin and Pun (1978) and others examine input sketched on a digitising tablet and attempt to interpret it, aiming to provide a superior human interface to CAD systems. Mackworth et al (Mackworth 1977, Mulder, Mackworth and Havens 1987) have taken their MAPSEE system for applying constraints to sketch map interpretation through several stages of development. Also in sketch analysis, MIRABELLE (Masini and Mohr 1983, Mohr 1986) employs precompilation and bi-directional parsing of a picture description language. Although the latter two projects are of particular interest, none of the above deal with images directly, as we do here.

Turning to the processing of real images of real documents, there is an extensive literature on the extraction of line structured data (eg Smith 1987, Black et al 1981) and on text and symbol recognition in diagrams (Lin et al 1985, Tudhope and Oldfield 1983, Bley 1984, Bunke 1982).

This work has been stimulated in part by the widespread introduction of computer based draughting systems: industries with large stocks of conventional engineering drawings demand conversion from the old format to the new. Commercially, this demand has been met partly by manual conversion (with CAD system support) and partly by automatic scanning systems (with interactive post-processing) (Hofer-Alfeis 1986). The conversion process involves the extraction of line structured data from an image and its interpretation and composition into entities found in CAD systems (polylines, lines of various styles, symbols, text, curves, hatching, etc). The automation of this process is the goal of the project of which the present work forms a part.

Our earlier work on line drawing conversion (Joseph 1988) has shown that direct, sequential extraction of simple primitives (straight lines) from the original image provides both line enhancement and opportunities for the interpretation of elaborate linework. Furthermore, the extraction of compound entities probably calls for their being directly sought as well. The complexity of this task given useful A0 size engineering drawings is severe. We require some means of describing the entities sought, and would prefer to use this description to drive the search. The drawings themselves are (nomi- nally) produced to a strict convention, though this may vary from one engineering discipline to another. Our description should relate transparently to such a convention, and should show how the entities are composed of primitive elements. A grammatical description with associated parser is a natural approach.

2 Yacc: A Parser Generator

Much work on syntactic pattern recognition starts from the grammar as a descriptive tool, validates its generative power, then deals with parsing, or transformation into parsable form. The size and complexity of the drawing conversion problem means that our approach has to be rather the opposite: we seek a tractable parsing procedure, and examine the possibility of applying it to the task in hand. The aim is to find out how much of the problem can be clearly and efficiently solved by these means, not to prove that the chosen grammar is powerful enough to generate a particular class of line drawings. This may seem an excessively pragmatic approach, but it has more justification than mere expediency. It forgoes the freedom to construct a grammar as intuition and experience will, but gains the security of a transparent parsing process. It is otherwise all too easy to sacrifice intelligibility of the parsing process to the demands of a rigorous grammar.

The unix yacc (yet another compiler compiler) utility.
(Johnson 1975) is a parser generator usually employed to create command interpreters and language compilers. It accepts an LR(1) grammar together with action code in the C language (to build parse trees for example) and generates a table driven, finite state machine. This calls a user-supplied function to obtain the tokens (terminals) to be parsed and invokes the appropriate action code whenever a grammar rule is reduced. LR(1) grammars generate token strings that can be deterministically parsed in a left to right scan with a single token lookahead. There is no backtracking.

Each yacc token is associated with a value (which may be a pointer to a complex data structure). These are made available to the action code; should that code generate new information it can pass it on through the value associated with the left hand side of the rule. The yacc machine is stack-based, each stack element containing the current state number and a value. Yacc can provide a list of the states of the machine together with the rules, marked as to their extent of completion, associated with each state. A further, and perhaps more valuable, debugging aid is yacc's ability to detect and describe inconsistencies in the rule set during generation of the parser.

Yacc provides a rapid, compact and portable method of syntactic analysis which may be applied straightforwardly in syntactic recognition methods based on a suitable string grammar (Henderson and Samal 1986). However, its application to the drawing conversion problem cannot be immediate: a token stream must somehow be extracted from the input image.

3 Yacc in Drawing Analysis

Our methodology for token extraction owes much to Joseph's (1988) work on sequential line following. As part of that work, a line tracking procedure was developed for extracting a substantial length of straight linework from a grey level image of a drawing. Processing was enhanced by tracking subsequent child lines from a search at each end of a parent line, permitting dynamic thresholding based on the parent's properties and the tracking of lines through areas of complex interaction. Tracking thus spreads in a treelike fashion from an initial start point. Examination of the system in operation suggests that certain higher level entities might be tracked as temporally ordered, linear sequences of line primitives connected by appropriate geometrical relations. These sequences can be expressed as rules in a suitable grammar. Appendix 1, for example, shows a simple grammar for drawings consisting only of physical outlines (solid segments joined by corners) and isolated broken lines.

It is important to stress here that the proposed use of the yacc grammar is more to control the basic line follower than to define what it is to be an engineering drawing. LR(1) grammars are inherently one-dimensional and so cannot easily be used to describe 2D drawings in any declarative sense. It is possible, however, to specify drawing analysis strategies using a string grammar formalism; rules represent ordered sequences of observations. Rule 3 in appendix 1 should therefore be read as a statement that to obtain a broken line segment one must first locate a line primitive, then note a suitable break relation specifying the (relative) location of a second line. This is not as large a departure from traditional use of grammatical techniques as it might at first appear to be. A string grammar may specify how to generate a set of engineering drawings procedurally, just as an equivalent 2D grammar would define them declaratively.

Once a higher level entity is identified it is clearly desirable that the tracking procedure be modified to explicitly seek the next primitive associated with that entity; this might permit the extraction of higher constructs from complex and noisy linework, a very desirable result. The tracker is tuned in this way by allowing the yacc machine to pass the line following module a pointer to the top of its value stack, making available the value of the last token received or the left hand side of the last rule reduced. An appropriate search strategy may then be determined. As stack values reference different constructs at different points in the parse an object-oriented approach (Cox 1986) has been taken. On receipt of the value parameter the line follower calls functions belonging to the current object to pursue the tracking and calculate the token to be returned to the parser. Line tracking and token classification functions effectively 'belong' to specific entities, and form a frame of reference for developing those objects.

Token extraction therefore takes place in the object at the top of the stack. This method of handling context is both complete, in that the stack can reference all the information so far found, and practical, in that the top of the stack represents the most immediate context. At present only two stack elements are ever considered. If the top of the stack contains a drawing construct this is solely responsible for calling (in object-oriented fashion) the appropriate token extraction procedures. Some objects, however, describe geometrical relations between entities; jumps or changes of direction in the tracking such as occurs between dashes on a broken line, between lines of crosshatching, or around a corner in a physical outline. When this type of object (e.g. BREAK, CORNER in appendix 1) is called on to continue the tracking it passes the task on to the last drawing construct down the stack, together with information about the transformation. The object oriented approach facilitates this.

Note that the two-dimensional movements of the line tracker are implicit in the token extraction and so are controlled by individual objects rather than by the grammar. The parser does, however, exert some directional control when several alternative search paths are available, in which case we seek a token that satisfies the grammar. This is readily done by applying the yacc machine's error checking code to each available token before returning one to the parser: erroneous tokens are rejected if one acceptable to the grammar can be generated from
an alternative tracking path. Should more than one valid
token be available an object-oriented selection function
is invoked.

Consider the simple rule set of appendix 1 applied to the
data of figure 1a. At the beginning of the parse an empty
object corresponding to the start symbol is placed on the
stack. That object controls the line tracker: any piece
of linework found will cause it to return the token LINE.
The machine then reduces rule 7 and the action code
instantiates a line whose name and address is placed on
the stack. The next tracking and token generation phase
is controlled by that line, which returns a BREAK token
when its beam-like set of circular searches (fig 1b) dis-
cover the gap between the end of the first line and the
start of the second. A break object is now on top of the
stack. As it describes a relation rather than a drawing
construct it is passed down the stack as a parameter to
the previous line object, which uses knowledge of itself
and the break relation to generate a search for the next
piece of linework. A circular search of appropriate ra-
dius is performed at the expected position of the next
line end (not shown) and a second line token returned.
Rule 7 is invoked again and the LINE terminal replaced
by an instantiated line. Now that a "line BREAK line"
sequence has been detected rule 3 is reduced and a bro-
ken line object instantiated. This replaces its component
parts on the stack and will control subsequent searches.

Although LR parsers are essentially bottom-up devices,
the addition of object-oriented techniques allows top-
down control of image processing and token extraction
functions by higher level constructs. To continue our
example, the bottom-up instantiation of the broken line
object described above provides (hypothesised) higher
level context which may be used to guide the search.
The broken line now estimates the position, length and
width of the next line in the sequence and generates a
set of linear search patterns to test its prediction in top-
down fashion (figure 1c). Should an appropriate line be
found, related to the broken line by a suitable break,
rule 4 is reduced and the construct extended. Hence the
hierarchical rule structure provides a framework for the
integration of bottom-up and top-down processing.

As figure 1 shows, objects invoke search patterns accord-
ing to context; all those seen thus far seek straight line
segments. There are, however, drawing constructs for
which the line element is less than ideal; a detailed de-
scription of text, for example. Although the text object
is triggered by the detection of short lines at acute angles,
words are tracked letter by letter. Each letter is detected
by edge tracking a black area of suitable size and loca-
tion. In this way the parser becomes an excellent means
for deploying appropriate extraction techniques as new
data (or context) becomes available.

4 Results

The grammar now comprises 52 rules resulting in a
78 state machine covering continuous and broken lines,
curves, characters, words, solid and broken crosshatch-
ing. A thresholded drawing image is shown in figure
2a. Crosshatched regions obtained from operator sup-
plied start positions are shown in figure 2b. The results
of running the system from repeated machine generated
search positions are shown in figure 3. No attempt is
made to merge constructs so some may be found more
than once.

5 Discussion

The system presented here may be thought of as an "en-
tity extractor", applying user-defined search strategies
to find common drawing constructs. The structure of
the grammar allows these to be defined as hierarchical
combinations of primitive elements. Drawing entities are
therefore not treated in isolation. Instead the parser has
knowledge, compiled by yacc from the rule hierarchy, of
all relevant interactions between the drawing entities rep-
resented within the grammar. This allows consideration
of all available possibilities at each step, leading to effi-
cient search and enabling the yacc machine to detect and
report illegal token sequences.

Although worthwhile in itself, the present approach
should be placed in perspective as an example of model-
based image analysis. There are two identifiable research
groupings in the literature, which we will refer to as AI
(those who use terms such as rule, inference engine, un-
certainty, consistency maintenance) and syntactic pat-
tern recognition (who refer to grammar rules, parsers,
errors and error correction).
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Figure 2. a) A thresholded image of a mechanical engineering drawing. b) The output of the grammar-driven system, showing text as diagonal thick lines inside half-boxes, chain lines, curves, broken and continuous lines.
In a survey of AI related literature, Binford (1982) remarks on the need for more powerful low level image processing operations, the usually small number of models employed, the ubiquity of the hypothesis/prediction/verification paradigm, and the local nature of most of the processing. Our work lies in the lower levels identified by the AI grouping, and could be regarded just as a system for deploying line finding techniques (cf. Yachida et al 1979). However, we have constructed an extensible system in which hypothesis/prediction/verification is clearly related to a hierarchical model description and the deployment of low level techniques. We suggest that this is a key area for image analysis, and one has been underemphasised in comparison to the representation of more articulate knowledge (such as 3D geometry or the layout of airports). It seems unlikely that any monolithic system will handle both these areas well.

Figure 3. a) A thresholded drawing image.  
       b) System output, showing solid crosshatching as finely pecked lines.

In the present work grammatical methods are seen as providing a layer between image processing and the higher level, more global processes needed to integrate pieces of drawing into a coherent whole. The interpretation of any given image will almost certainly require many calls to the parser. A similar approach is adopted in SPAM (McKeown et al 1985) and the later versions of MAPSEE (Mulder et al 1987). In both systems frame-like data structures, called schemata and functional areas respectively, are created and filled before some more global processes (constraint propagation in the case of MAPSEE, higher level rules in SPAM) resolve conflict between competing frames. Our objects are equally frame-like, but we lack the necessary higher level component. This extension will be the subject of future research.

The literature from the syntactic pattern recognition grouping describes various applications of grammars to drawing description, though fewer to drawing analysis. To deal with the continuous variables involved a conventional grammar may be enhanced with attributes which are used to enforce predicates controlling rule reduction (Miclet 1986). These attributes are passed as parameters, like ours describing context, but the predicates are evaluated quite separately from token extraction. This is more sound theoretically, but requires the development of special parsing machines and precompilation techniques. Where these techniques are best developed (MIRABELLE, Masini and Mohr 1983), they are applied to small, discrete systems.

Graph and web grammars (Shi and Fu 1983) are a natural format for drawing description, but analysis by parsing them is limited by the problem of erroneous data. Graph matching and rewriting has been demonstrated on small systems, but methods of extension are not evident. Henderson and Samal (1986) highlight the lack of tools for interactive grammar definition and for precompilation.

In comparison, our work is less concerned to describe a drawing than to handle a sequence of incoming data and trigger appropriate reductions. A correct (or error checking) parse at one attempt is not expected, though a highly tuned filtering of allowable structures is. Our token extraction method also seems appropriate: a straight line is a good building block for directly constructing many drawing entities. It represents a good compromise between the high level objects used for image modelling (eg. Shi and Fu 1983) for which extractors do not exist, and the low level ones used in chain code grammar (Pavlidis 1977) which imply a heavy low level processing load on the parser.

A feature common to both AI and syntactic pattern recognition approaches is a laying down of a priori rules to define the range of scenes considered. We feel that the determination of appropriate rules is more a matter for experiment than for legislation; the knowledge engineering component of image analysis is an important one. In this regard a transparent interpretation process is essential.

6 Conclusion

The use of a finite state machine compiled from an LR(1) grammar provides a powerful means for controlling image analysis processes to extract graphical entities from engineering drawings, though modifications and extensions to the basic machine are required to handle context dependency and two dimensional search.
Appendix 1. A small subset of the grammar rules. Terminals are in upper case, non-terminals in lower. The colon marks the boundary between left and right hand side of a syntactic reduction, a vertical line the logical or relation. Action code is enclosed by curly brackets in C++ style notation. The rule numbers referred to in the text are given in round brackets down the leftmost column.